
WaterCar’s New EV is Primed to Disrupt 
the Boating World
With a surge of innovative electric vehicles transforming the automotive landscape, the 

Marine Industry is poised to become the next incubator for game-changing vehicles.

Among the trailblazing companies leading the charge, WaterCar Inc. is making waves with the 

introduction of the WaterCar-EV, a groundbreaking hybrid boat car designed for e�ortless 

boating.

As the first high-performance, electric / hybrid boat car, the WaterCar EV seamlessly 

transitions from a sleek neighborhood cruiser on land to an impressive 18-foot boat with just 

the push of a button. No longer burdened by the hassle of trailers, boat ramps, and docking 

fees, WaterCar eliminates the time-consuming hassles associated with boating.

Powered by the new Mercury PRO XS engine with 115HP, the WaterCar EV provides a perfect 

blend of sporty performance and luxurious comfort. With speeds of 35 mph on the water, the 

expanded 18-foot size enhances both space and stability, o�ering an ultra-smooth 

experience for water enthusiasts. The vehicle utilizes an advanced unibody construction of high 

strength aluminum, equipped with an intuitive touchscreen interface, and boasts a 

regenerating Lithium-Ion Battery for land use, providing a combined range of 150+ miles.

The WaterCar-EV has already captured the attention of millions, with its prototype garnering 

nearly 60 million views and mentions from notable platforms like Barstool Sports, ESPN, 

SuperBlondie, and Mr. Beast. It has also piqued the interest of industry leaders such as 



Garmin, Mercury, Dometic, and SeaDeck, establishing itself as a disruptor in the boating 

world.

"We understand the traditional challenges of boat ownership – the frustrations of dealing 

with boat ramps, docking fees, overloaded marinas, and storing boat trailers. The WaterCar EV is 

our solution to these problems, making boating a hassle-free experience, you can just park it in 

your garage," said Dave March, Owner of WaterCar.

WaterCar is committed to safety and compliance, with the WaterCar EV carrying a registered 

U.S. Coast Guard hull number for worldwide water usage. Additionally, WaterCar is registered 

with NHTSA and DOT, providing the WaterCar-EV with a vehicle VIN # similar to regular 

highway cars. 

For further details, including specs, images, and exclusive information, please contact Jim 

Riley at jim@watercar.com or download our media kit at www.watercar.com/media-kit

About WaterCar:

Since 1999, WaterCar has been the leader in amphibious vehicle manufacturing. WaterCar 

is committed to building the most luxurious, reliable, and exciting vehicles on the market.  

With a team of world-class technicians, WaterCar is committed to maintaining the same 

excellent standards that have earned us the reputation as the foremost leaders in 

amphibious technology.
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